
INFLUENCES OF CARTOONS ON CHILDREN

An analysis about negative and positive effects of cartoons on children's behavior and its development. What is the
impact of cartoons on society?.

After watching such kind of cartoons, children have an incorrect sense of real life. More research has been
done to clarify the negative effects of cartoons on the behavior of children. Stewie Griffin is the most violent
infant. It is only thing that counts. Kirsh advanced that children who are most affected by acts of violence in
cartoons and more possibly to act out are those diagnosed with a mental disorder. Limit the Number of Hours
Set a rule that limits the time for watching TV or cartoons for 1 hour a day, especially for young children.
Furthermore, Comstock and Scharrer argued that study revealed that families with low socio-economic status
usually watch more television, and are more likely to provide their children with television in the bedroom.
Much of this is speculation. Negative Effects of Cartoons on Children Children were more likely to copy
aggression from violent cartoon characters whose actions were not only praised but also justified rather than
being punished. Television impact tools are programs, advertisings, news, movies and cartoons. In , children
in Japan were hospitalized due to epileptic seizures. These kinds of cartoons display false sense of reality on
children. According to Strasburger Japan remains the only nation in the world that comes close to the United
States with regard to entertainment violence. Experts conclude that kids who watch cartoons full of violence
tend to be nervous, agressive and belligerent. No doubt about it, television can be an excellent educator and
entertainer. Valkenburg et al said item of analyses of varied instruments employed to determine parental
involvement show that watching television with a child is not necessarily related to active mediation strategies
like discussions and explanations. Kaiser Family Foundation found that one quarter 26 percent of children in
the United States aged have television sets in their bedrooms. The enjoyment among students is represented by
their enthusiasm during class Furthermore, the realisation that  How does this colorful entertainment pose a
threat to children? As a little girl, I enjoyed watching Disney animated movies based on fairy tales. Each child
spends around two or three or even more hours per day watching cartoons. Television violence: A review of
the effect on children of different age. Criticising only the things we dislike and letting those which we like
evade scrutiny is dangerous Sternheimer,  Strasburger contests if media violence contributes to real-life
violence, how come the Japanese society is not more affected? J, Hossler S. Many parents agreed today that
every child is interested in cartoons. Children who watch too much cartoons are more likely to suffer mental
and emotions problems as well as brain and eye injuries and unexpectedly the risk of a physical problem
increases. Moreover, children of all ages with access to television sets in their bedrooms are becoming
increasingly popular. In addition, and perhaps more interestingly and surprisingly, the study brought to light
that majority of the respondents percent admitted that their parents do not monitor the kind of cartoons they
watch. Consequently, the fact that the cartoons children watch do not contain sexually or violence content do
not mean the children are free from harm. Most people think that cartoons are colourful and harmless movies
for children. It was also discovered that majority of them 


